Security windows/doors
Peace of Mind With Style
An investment in high-tech security windows and doors is the most important step in safeguarding your family and property.
When deciding on a security level, ask yourself the following questions:
-What is the level of treat to be expected? What are the most likely tools a potential intruder would use? All “A” level security is designed to resist hand tools such as hammers, crowbars. The “B” levels are designed to protect from sharp and heavier tools
such as axes.
-If considering a “bullet resistant” security level, what caliber do you imagine is going to
be used? Is there any chance that rifles would be used? The difference between a
C 1 and a C 4 level glass is not only an over 100% increase in cost, it will also influence the design of your windows/doors as the glass weight increases from 100 to
290 lbs per sq.yard.
-Since we can’t know what caliber weapon potential intruders are going to use, we
therefore have to assume the highest risk factor. The perfect protection would then
be a bullet resistant steel framed window/door with C 5 security glass. Is your
budget allowing for an average window cost of $ 4,000.00? Are your walls built to
the same level of security, with steel inlays or other armor plating? This is the time to
consider a compromise.
Call SwissShade and we will be glad to work out different scenarios and help you getting
the peace of mind you are looking for, keeping your budget and your building situation in
mind.
One other consideration when choosing a security level is the impact of the glass weight.
For an operational window or door, the limiting factor is the sash weight. The opening
mechanism (multi-point locking) is designed to carry loads of up to 220 lbs. Fixed Windows

Security level A3 impact
Resistant glass. Break in
resistant locking mechanism level WK2-RC2

Security level B1 impact
resistant glass. Break in
resistant locking mechanism level WK3-RC3

Security levels C1
through C5 bullet resistant glass and frame.
Break in resistant levels
WK4-RC4 to WK6-RC6.

There are different ratings of the bullet resistant glass in different regions. The following tables compare the US standard ( UL 752) with the German standard (DIN 52-290),
and the NATO standard (DIN EN 1063). Each ratings scale is comparable as they are
rated on the ammunition they are certified to withstand, how many shots, from what
distance and the velocity of the bullet.

Steel reinforced UPVC frame entrance doors bullet
resistant level C3 ( .44mag)

Solid wood door bullet resistant level C3 (.44mag)

Impact resistant glass and burglar resistant frame and locking mechanism.
Impact resistant glass is engineered to withstand blunt force to prevent intruders from
entering a home or business. This combined with multi-point locking mechanism creates a barrier of which a potential intruder will have a tough time creating an opening to
enter the house or business. Resistance class is rated as either A or B. We recommend levels A3 and B1 for most residential applications.

A3 level
Security
Glass

9 lb steel ball dropped from 31 ft. 3
times. This test is equivalent to the
Dade County FL large missile test for
Hurricane rated windows.

B1 level
Security
Glass

4.5 lb Sharp axe mechanically driven
for 30 to 50 hits before an opening of
1’3” X 1’3” can be created

Different lamination levels:

All of our security levels incorporate a minimum of 7 cam locks per opening (red)

Multi point cam locking mechanism
around the perimeter of the frame

The window and door system uses exclusively Tilt & Turn opening mechanism: a 90
degree turn of the handle opens the window lika a casement, for easy egress/regress
and also for easy cleaning. Another 90 degree turn of the handle will tilt the window
inside on top. This allows for ventilation while still providing security and also keeping
the rain out.
Closed position

Open position

Tilt position for ventilation

Typical installation of a reinforced aluminum frame with C3 glazing:
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